


What  Is Brow Design?
Brow Design is restoring, redesigning and enhancing your 
natural brow. Our Brow Designers are highly skilled at finding 
and building upon a brow no matter what we are faced with.  
We provide a complete brow service available to everyone, 
revealing your own unique design or in cases where the brow 
has become too thin, we can begin the process of naturally 
restoring it to its fullest potential.

Your Brow Options
Brow Consultation & Design (60 minute)  $90 
Full assessment and consultation including your brow design  
for those who require  brow restoration.

Brow Design (30 minute)  $50
To Maintain your new brow design and/or continue your brow  
restoration with hair removal, colour enhancement & trimming.

Teen Brow (30 minute)  $40
Includes waxing, tinting, trimming, brow education plus  
application of brow product & makeup touch up.

Male Brow Design (30 minutes)  $40
To groom and strengthen features. Includes a brow cleanse 
and exfoliation with optional tint, wax, tweeze and trim of your 
brows. We will also do a quick tidy up of unwanted facial hair 
and product application.

...

At Jasmine Beauty Therapy we specialise in eyebrows. Our unique approach  
is characterised by our knowledge and training in the shaping of the brow  

and how it can compliment and highlight the features of your face.

Our appointments and brow designs are not simple or rushed, we create unique 
designs for each individual and use up-to-date techniques in hair removal,  
colour enhancement and trimming to transform and maintain your brows.
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Before & After

Restoring Your Brows
Brow restoration is where our focus lies. Our specialist training in this area is what
sets us apart from other salons. Sometimes restoration happens quickly and other
times it is a lengthy process. You can always trust that we will continue to improve

your brows each step of the way.

...

4 MONTHS

2ND VISIT

3RD VISIT

6 MONTHS GROWTH

6 MONTHS GROWTH

6 MONTHS GROWTH
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Our Brow Products

Brow Intense     $27.99 

Provides a precise application, suitable  
for outlining, filling and contouring.  
The colour intensity can be built up  
and blended for the perfect arch. It 
provides a natural and even finish. 
Available in Blonde, Brown & Ebony.

      Retractable Brow Pencil    $32.99 

Create precise, hair-like strokes with this easy to hold retractable 

pencil. Equipped with a spoolie bottom to blend colour and brush  

hairs into place. One twist and the tip will always be sharp.  
Available in Taupe, Dark Brown & Chocolate.

Brow Powder Kits   $45.99 

With this sleek compact equipped  

with brush with spoolie, brow wax and 

blendable powder, eyebrow shaping  

on the go has never been so easy!
Available in Light, Medium & Dark Brown.

Brow Stencils   $22.00 

Perfect addition to our Brow  

Powder Kits to ensure you’re  

keeping your brow shape perfect.

Includes 3 brow shape stencils.

    Brow Balm          $39.99 

    This brow perfecting  

   balm defines, sculpts and fills, for fuller, 

natural looking brows. Luxurious, smudge proof formula glides on 

and blends seamlessly to create perfectly arched brows  

that stay in place without a second thought or application.  

Available in Blonde, Brunette & Deep Brunette.

Eyebrow Gel  $25.99 

Some brow hairs just will not cooperate. Does this mean they 

have to be eliminated? No – this strong styling gel designed for 

eyebrow hair will keep those hairs firmly in their place all day. 

No one will know you have our brush-on clear gel on because it 

is not shiny. Skin around your brows will not dry out and flake, 

because this has no alcohol.  
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Double Ended Angle Brush
$15.99 

Use the angled end to fill in and define  

your brows. Use the spoolie at the other 

end of the brush to groom and separate  

your brows.

Brow Fixx    
$39.99 

This tinted gel formula tames and fills 

in your brows, leaving them looking  

  perfect all day long. The tiny fibres   

   help to bulk up your brow and  

   make them appear more dense.   

   It’s even water resistent! Available in  

   Blondie, Brunette & Dark Brunette.

Zippered Brow Case    $15.99 

Keeping your brow products locked away safety and neatly. 

Yours free when you purchase 3 or more brow products.

       Gentleman’s Brow Wax   
       $22.00 

     Use our Gentlemen’s Brow  

Wax if you’ve got eyebrows that need to be told what  

to do. Containing Beeswax, Lanolin, Sweet Almond  

and Grapeseed Oils, and Vitamin E, this blend is strong  

enough to tame the untameable. Great for taming  

beards and moustaches as well.
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F A Q
WHAT HAPPENS IN MY BROW CONSULTATION & DESIGN APPOINTMENT?

Your first Brow Consultation & Design appointment will cost $90 & takes 60 minutes. 
This includes a written consultation, comprehensive brow photos so we can track 
your progress, colour enhancement, trimming, then your brow design using advanced 
lighting techniques, detailed tweezing and a shading lesson. It is here where we 
decide if we need to complete your design or help with an on going restoration over 
time.

WHAT IF I JUST WANT TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE ABOUT MY BROWS?

We offer a 30 minute free consultation to anyone wanting to discuss the future 
of their brows and what we can do to help with this. This is a private session with 
a qualified Brow Designer. This appointment needs to be booked with one of our 
therapists and carries a cancellation fee of $20 if you don’t arrive to your appointment 
or cancel on the day.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FOR MY BROW HAIRS TO GROW BACK?

This can vary from a few months to 2 years, it depends on many factors. There is 
nothing better than having your own hair grow back naturally and it’s totally worth the 
time & effort it takes to do this. As Brow Designers we are trained to find hair over 
time, we never remove the wrong hairs and we always work closely with our clients to 
achieve the best possible outcome.

WHAT HAPPENS IN MY BROW DESIGN APPOINTMENT?

The brow design appointment is a regular 3 to 4 weekly return visit to maintain 
your ongoing design or restoration. (You will have been asked not to touch 
or tweeze your brows in between appointments.) This appointment is so 
much more than a quick wax.  If your brows are still a work in progress, the 
Brow Designer will sculpt your new growth using the  necessary techniques 
introduced in your initial appointment to continue to create your new-look 
brows. If your new shape has already been established,  these appointments 
will help to maintain your brows shape and length.  
This takes 30 minutes at a cost of $50.
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ARE ALL STAFF TRAINED AND QUALIFIED?

At Jasmine Beauty Therapy all staff undertake comprehensive brow training. Through 
the use of cutting-edge techniques, design principles and advanced education we 
have mastered the highest level of brow expertise. We regularly have our work tested 
and assessed to make sure we deliver you the best in brow design in the industry.

HOW IS IT DONE?

The Jasmine Beauty Therapy Brow Designers are trained to:
  • Use effective lighting techniques
  • Use colour correction and enhancement
  • Work effectively with hair growth cycles  and patterns
  • Implement our unique design principals as they apply to each individual 
  • Understand the transformational qualities of your brows at their fullest potential
  • Have a complete and in-depth understanding of how to work with any brow to  
    open a woman’s face, giving her new found youthfulness and  beauty instantly.

DO YOU HAVE A CANCELLATION POLICY?

We charge a $20 fee for no shows and any changes made on the day of your 
appointment.

CAN I PURCHASE BROW PRODUCTS FROM JASMINE BEAUTY THERAPY?

We sell a large range of brow products to help you keep your brows 
groomed 24/7. Great care has been taken to source superior products and 
bring them to you as “The Jasmine Brow Collection”. Please feel free to come 
in and let us show you how to bring your brows to life. Products can really 
assist when we are growing our brow back, they can fill gaps while we wait 
for hair to return and help to make the brow  appear fuller. Our full range of 
products are viewable on pages 5-8.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
jasminebeautytherapy.com.au



Daylesford: Shop 3, 9 Howe Street, Daylesford     
Ph: (03) 5348 3363

Ballarat: Myer Ballarat - Level 1, 301 Sturt Street     
Ph: (03) 5331 5055

jasminebeautytherapy.com.au 
JasmineBeautyTherapyBallaratandDaylesford              

jasmine.beauty.therapy


